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Creating Openings 
for Playful 

Mathematical Inquiry







�Develop, demonstrate, and apply 
mathematical understanding 
through play, inquiry, and 
problem solving





�playing with materials
�playing with language
�playing with ideas



�Connect mathematical 
concepts to each other and to 
other areas and personal 
interests



�math to self
�math to world
�math to math



Starting Point 
or 

Provocation

Wondering, 
Asking 

Questions, 
Posing 

Problems

Investigating 

Sharing, 
Consolidating 

and 
Reflecting



�How does your image of 
teacher shift as you think 
about teaching and learning 
through inquiry?



� developed by Loris Malaguzzi and the parents and 
teachers in the community

� viewing the child as capable, competent and having 
rights – that the child has a hundred or more 
languages to express ideas

� environment as third teacher
� pedagogy of listening
� responsive, emergent curriculum
� socially constructed learning, collaborative
� importance of relationships



� the 100 languages of children
� connectedness

- culture, community, environment
� the environment as third teacher
� emergent curriculum
� inquiry-based
� loose parts & natural materials
� projects/investigations
� documentation 

– making learning visible



� How might Reggio-inspired practices enrich the 
teaching and learning of mathematics in our K-
3 classrooms? 

� Related questions that continue to guide our 
inquiry included:
� How might the provocations be extended for 

students in grades 2-5?
� What does mathematical inquiry look and 

feel like in classrooms?
� How can we “make learning visible” ?



� Publication of collaborative articles and presentations 
at conferences

� Created a teacher resource through lulu.com with 
contributions from teachers involved in the project





�materials or tools
�a question, a story, a puzzle or problem
� informational text or graph
� local or global news
�an issue important to the students –

school-based, social justice, 
environmental



�Direct Prompt 

� Implied Prompt                            
through Modeling

�Open Exploration



�as part of a soft start/explore time 
first thing in the morning

�as a focus at a math table/area 



�at beginning, middle or end of a 
study

�as the central means of 
engaging in mathematics 
during a structured 
mathematics lesson



� a need for materials
� grant from the Vancouver Reggio Consortium Society

� Number, Pattern, Measurement, Geometry
� materials, baskets, trays, easels, books, mats

� available on loan for 4-6 weeks; teachers collected 
examples of provocations and students’ responses



� Richmond, Delta, Surrey, Burnaby 
collaborated on a grant proposal

� West Vancouver and Vancouver have joined 
and Coquitlam, Chilliwack and Langley

� Dinner meetings
� Google Doc, Twitter, Pinterest
� Cross district classroom visits
� Collaboratively written articles

Why has this project resonated with teachers?



�Learning as a social endeavour
�Co-constructed knowledge
�Building community
�Mathematical discourse





� making learning visible
� panoramic or macro
� uncovering learning
� collaborative
� informing instruction
� sharing and reflecting

WHAT IS A PATTERN? 
exploring, investigating, wondering, discovering 
September 2013 

An invitation to create patterns…How many 
different patterns can you make? 

When working with the trays, students naturally 
seemed to follow the shape of the tray and create a 
repeating pattern around the edge of the tray. 

Riley had created a frame pattern in the 
middle of the tray. When I asked her to tell me 
about her pattern, she looked at it carefully 
and then replied, “I have an idea!” and she 
moved the single purple gems out of their 
places and replaced them with green gems. 
She exclaimed, “now it’s a pattern!” When I 
asked her why the first one wasn’t a pattern, 
Riley explained: “Because it had two purples 
on the top and bottom but only one here 
(points to the sides).” So that isn’t a pattern?” I 
asked her and Riley paused before answering, 
“I guess it could be. Hmm.” 

We wondered…What is a pattern?  
Blake overheard our discussion and suggested, “It’s a 
pattern because you can go around and around.” 

I wondered aloud, “Does it have to go around and 
around? What if it was in a line?” and I moved 
Riley’s frame pattern into linear pattern. Riley read 
the pattern: “ABBABABBAB” and Blake added, 
“Yep, it’s still a pattern!” 







� the students’ wonders and interests
� the big ideas and curricular content & 

competencies
�making math to math, math to self or 

math to world connections
�a starting point
�essential that they are responsive to and 

reflect your classroom community



� What stories live within…?
� What do you notice? What do you wonder?
� What is the relationship between….?
� What are the connections between…?
� What happens when…?
� How many different…?
� How do these materials help you think about…?
� Where do we see…in the world?



� Planning with intention – knowledge of curriculum and 
your students

� Being thoughtful about what materials will be offered
� Create opportunities for collaboration

� Choose a big idea, curricular competency or content 
� How will you provoke thinking and learning?
� What materials will you use?
� Will you use a direct prompt, an implied prompt through 

modeling or an open exploration provocation?
� How do you anticipate your students will engage with your 

provocation?
� How will students’ learning be made visible?



� on Twitter, @jnovakowski38       #BCAMTreggio

� jnovakowski@sd38.bc.ca

� Thank you!


